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The State of NJ should already have had a public meeting at LSP on the design of the 
9/11 Memorial, which blocks the historic view shed of NYC. There never was a 
public meeting on this major addition to our urban state park, one of America’s most 
important public spaces. It is totally un-American that there hasn’t been a public 
meeting in the public park behind Lady Liberty, the worlds greatest symbol of 
democracy.  The exclusionary design selection process was an unconscionable 
disservice to LSPs users and future. Its late but not too late at all, to avert a design 
disaster for all present and future LSP users who have a right to the skyline View 
Shed that is too sacred to be destroyed. 
The Friends have recently heard from a couple of hundred angry and shocked regular 
park users who have seen the view blocking Hill; some of them are 9/11 survivors 
who escaped from the attacked Towers and who lost friends that terrible day. When 
they saw the Hill being built, they found out about the Hills and the Walls height. 
They and all park users and members of the public deserve to have and must have 
public input. We feel that the design, as in NYC and in any other democracy-
respecting local or state must have  public input, especially with the NYC skyline 
being such an important part of LSP. 
At the Friends Spring meeting on 5/20, there was unanimity in calling for an urgent 
public meeting. The consensus comments in an intense discussion focused on the 
obliteration of the skyline view by the Memorial. A survivor said that the attack 
destroyed people and the design destroys the crucial skyline view, which had been one 
of the worlds best and most meaningful views. The Memorial tremendously detracts 
from a sacred aspect of LSP, and FAILS NJs Memorial Design Competition 
criterion (www.state.nj.us/nj911memorial/qanda) of "integrating the Memorial 
elements with New York City, New York Harbor, Statue of Liberty, Ellis 
Island, Liberty State Park, the Memorial tree grove, Morris Canal and the State 
of New Jersey?" The Jury will be considering how the proposals complement 
the physical context of the Park and the region. 
People felt this design is way out of scale and violates LSPs and the historic 1889 
CRRNJ Terminals integrity. Most people agreed that a Memorial is appropriate. 
We ask NJ and the architect to eliminate the 10 plus foot hill, and to change the 
design into a flat open space. The green open space is compatible with the park and 
the design criteria and doesnt cause egregious harm to the park user experience.. The 
overwhelming majority has always wanted a green open space waterfront park and to 
enjoy the dramatic and spectacular views. The Hill diminishes LSP. The Hill cuts off 
the skyline view for Zapp Drive drivers, ferry tourists and anyone using the N. Field 



for passive recreation. One of the most active park volunteers stated Saturday, that in 
Japanese landscaping, a key principle is to borrow the beautiful and screen out the 
ugly, but that here the opposite would happen with the Hill, as the powerful, 
meaningful and inspiring is screened out. 

 Memorial Hill would take away a sacred, powerful, scenic View Shed, the 
closest and best view in the world of downtown NYC. People driving up Zapp 
Drive will see a Hill instead of one of the best views in the world of the full 
skyline. It's like the misguided Vietnam War philosophy of burning a village to 
save it. The Hill destroys a sacred view from its western side, in order to honor 
the view. 

 State Senator Bernard Kenny, Jr. the state's Majority Leader, in a recent filmed 
statement declared "in and of itself, the vista of lower Manhattan is a national 
shrine. This Memorial robs the public of the national shrine of the view 

 The Hill eliminates the beloved and inspiring straight ahead views of the 
skyscrapers from top to bottom, including Ground Zero area buildings, and also 
the views of the boats in the Hudson River as one drives or walks up Zapp 
Drive. 

 When the western side trees are 25 to 30 feet tall, the trees will add to the 
negative consequences of the Hill Plan by destroying even further, what was an 
unblocked view of the NYC buildings from bottom to top. 

 The free concerts for over 20 years have been by the Terminal on the lawn or 
on the Plaza. With concerts going to be on the Performance Pad next year, in 
the grass near the parking lot, the concert attendees, mostly senior citizens, will 
have their view of the skyline cut off by the Hill. They will be appalled and 
saddened. 

 


